
Major indices ignored lackluster macroeconomic data and rallied for 
the second consecutive week. This rally has coincided with a Federal 
Reserve blackout period, which will end in the upcoming week at the 
time of another anticipated rate hike. Quarterly earnings releases also 
played a significant role in the bullish movement, with energy stocks 
leading the way. 
 Bowser stocks (up 6.5% for the week) rallied with small stocks 
as a whole and are up over 10% in a two-week period. FGI Industries 
(FGI) was the top gainer following continued insider buying pressure. 
Clean Energy Fuels (CLNE) also continued to show relative strength 
despite its sizable pullback at the end of the week. 

Bowser Notes
Both value and growth stocks rallied aggressively despite mixed earnings results 
and lackluster macroeconomic data. The Volatility Index and the Dollar Index recorded 
their largest drops since June and volume for equities was below average. The next two 
weeks will be significant due to the upcoming elections and widely anticipated rate hike 
announcement. 

 Clean Energy Fuels (CLNE) shares outperformed again this week following 
news that BP PLC (BP) acquired renewable gas industry leader Archea Energy for $4.1 
billion. Renewable gas stocks, as well as the energy sector as a whole, trended higher 
before selling off on Thursday and Friday. Momentum tapered off for the energy sector 
on Friday but more big names will be reporting earnings in the upcoming week. 

Company Headlines
• Monday: No significant headlines.
• Tuesday: MariMed (MRMD) announced multiple additions to its top-
selling Betty’s Eddies all-natural cannabis fruit chews brand. 
• Wednesday: WaveDancer (WAVD) signed an agreement with a 
construction company to begin using the Maverix™ platform for end-to-
end material tracking and construction lifecycle management.
• Thursday: No significant headlines.
• Friday: No significant headlines.
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Insider Activity
• FGI:  One buy of 6,478 shares 
@ $2.63. 
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Upcoming Dates
Events to mark on your calendar:    
• Nov. 2:  ARC & BGCP earnings.
• Nov. 3:  CTHR earnings.
• Nov. 7:  FLNT & PALT earnings.
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